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Week 4-9 | CHALLENGE 2
a Focus tool (learning how to question, analyze, focus, communicate)

Schedule:
Week 4: Feb 16- Project Introduction, Task A (video)
Week 5: Feb 23- Video review, guest presentations, Task B
Week 6: Mar 1- Task B due, introduce Task C
Week 7: Mar 8- Task C due, introduce Task D
Week 8: Mar 22- Review of Challenge 2 Project work as group
  
Objective: The goal of this second challenge is to help you identity a theme, interest, 
concept, and process that connects your design interests to a collaborative process or 
result. Set the stage, develop themes, ideas and gather information to prepare for the 
final project (challenge 3) of this semester. 

Outcome: Gain experience visually and verbally presenting one’s ideas - create a 
visualization that both poses a question and communicates your concept of how to 
answer this question using collaborative and participatory efforts. 

Deliverable: 1) Poster visualizing your idea 2) 30 second pitch

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
TASK B
Opening and Exploration Questioning:
To focus your idea, you must first open yourself up to opportunities. You will be asked to 
generate ideas and options, to provoke thought and reveal possibilities, ask questions. 
Good questions open doors to new ways of looking at a challenge. The feeling you 
are striving for is a sense of energy and optimism, where anything is possible. A good 
opening question is a call to an adventure.

Why
" How would you define your interest, or fascination?" Why is it worth exploring? What 
kind if impact does it have socially, environmentally, artistically, etc?"
" What are the biggest problems?" or "What are the biggest opportunities?"
" How might a collaborative process help address this problem or opportunity?"
" How might a collaborative result help re frame this problem or opportunity?"

Who
What kind of collaborations am I most interested in constructing or seeking out?
What kind of people/ who am I interested in collaborating with on this project?
What kind of collaborator am I? 

What
What excites me about this idea? What am I nervous about?
What resources do I need? Time? Space? Skills? Relationships?

Due for Next week:
Develop a statement of interest based on your own design expertise. Bring to class 
20 questions that will help you understand what your next exploratory steps would be, 
what you don't already know, with whom and how you would collaborate this idea etc.  
Place these 20 questions onto a 24" x 36" piece of paper (use all space provided!) and 
provide a pictogram that summarizes this exploration questioning. 


